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Summary
Donors need a centralized research platform so they can make a trustworthy 
donation. How might we help donors feel secure in making donations to 
trustworthy organizations? We believe that by developing an app that allows 
donors to see the organization’s ratings and user reviews will help them feel 
secure in donating and make researching simpler and quicker. We will know this to 
be true when we see donors who use this app are convinced to donate and 
succeed in making a donation under 1 minute and 30 seconds.

 Users are able to choose and make a donation to a reputable organization
 Users find the ratings and reviews to be a useful feature
 The experience is seamless and quick from opening the app to exiting the app.

Goals

 2 male & 2 femal
 20s - mid 30s age rang
 all users have previously made a monetary donation via web or mobil
 all users prefer to research an organization before making a donation

Testers

Prepopulated Field
 Most number of errors, incorrect clicks, occurred during task 1: create an 

account (10 errors) and task 2: make a donation (7 errors), totaled across all 4 
users

 Task 1: Create an account
 3 of the 10 errors were due to a user’s uncertainty of using the 

prepopulated fields to create an account
 3 of the 10 errors were due to a user not knowing they needed to click 

the sign-up button and instead first tried entering their email
 4 of the 10 errors were due to a user understanding the prepopulated 

fields, but was curious about the Paypal payment option and tried 
clicking on it to access the drop down menu

 Task 2: Make a donation
 6 of the 7 errors were due to users trying to click and select the payment 

method option, despite the preselection of the credit card option 
outlined in black

 1 of the 7 errors was due to a user trying to click and select the input 
field to enter the donation amount. However, the user understood the 
amount and payment were prepopulated and selected after a delay in 
the prototype and then clicked the primary CTA button-confirm donation.



Outlier: Curiosity of Features and Icon
 During task 3: find an organization you are interested in, one user was 

particularly curious about other features and icons and recorded 13 errors, 
incorrect clicks

 User tried clicking on the search bar and filter icon, on the navigation 
bar’s profile icon, search icon, and favorites icon

 User was able to resume task by selecting an organization card on the 
main search screen to navigate to the organization screen to review 
information.

Bugs & Issues

Methodology
Testing Dates:

March 23rd - March 30th, 2021



Number of Testers:

4



Recruitment:

Users are recruited by using social media and asking if they would be interested 
in participating in a usability test for a donation app. 



Screening:

Users are interested in testing a donation app that improves their donating 
experience; made at least one web or mobile monetary donation in the past.



Source/Technology
 The test will be conducted remotely and moderated
 Zoom is used as the meeting room. With permission to record, users are 

asked to share screen while navigating the app
 Exit Survey for the app is answered via shared Google sheet
 Follow-up questions regarding their experience and exit survey.



Compensation:

The users will receive a $5 gift card to their coffee shop of choice as 
compensation.



Task for the User to Complete:

As a first time user, the user will create an account, choose and make a donation 
to a reputable organization with their credit card on file.

Results

100%

100%

1:10 min

100%

100%

of users completed 
all the tasks

average completion time

of users would 
continue using this 
app

of users agreed the 
ratings and user 
reviews were 
helpful in making 
them feel secure to 
donate

of users agreed the 
ratings and user 
reviews helped 
researching an 
organization 
simpler and quicker

Account Creatio
 Users agreed that a user account is useful to track their history of donations, 

but that providing their payment information during account creation is 
questionable.







Search Scree
 The search screen provides the right amount of information and actions for 

users to search and browse for an organization of their liking.







Organization Scree
 100% of users agreed the ratings and user review approval played an important 

part in choosing a reputable organization and it made it simpler and quicker. 
The information is placed at the top of the screen and reduces research time.







Donation Check-Out Scree
 The check-out screen had zero painpoints. All users successfully made and 

confirmed their donations.

“It is a seamless application, works 
out a lot better than other standared 
charity giving platforms. If you go to 
an acutal charity website, them 
using a third party like this will help 
them get more donations.”

"This app was really easy to use! I 
like how the donation sites are 
orgnaized, made it really easy to 
find!"

“I feel like i'd be a little apprehensive if I needed 
to add my credit card info just to register.”

"The search page is simple and usability is 
good.. it works."

"It removes a lot of the research if you trust 
those ratings websites."

"Up to this point, I’m convinced to donate."

Account Creation: Payment Information see figure 1
 Currently users are required to input their payment information during account 

creation
 100% of users disliked the requirement. They commented that such a 

requirement “dissuades me from creating an account and signing-up” and 
makes them feel “a little apprehensive”

 100% of users would like to search and look through the app before sharing 
their payment information. They commented a skip or set up later option would 
be preferable

 Severity: Critica
 Action & Solution: The account creation screen will remove the billing 

address and payment input requirement. The user will have the option to 
add and save their billing and payment information during the donation 
check-out screen or when they click the profile icon to access their 
profile account

 High Impact: By making the change, trust in the app increases because 
users do not have to provide personal information immediately at 
account creation. The change expands options for the users and allows 
them to have control of their personal information on the app.



Search Screen Scroll see figure 2
 Currently the search screen contains the search bar, filter button, categories, 

and local organizations
 75% of users liked the information and features provided to browse and search. 

1 user questioned if the local organizations should be shown as a category
 50% of users clicked on the search bar once they landed on the search screen

 Severity: Minor-Cosmeti
 Action & Solution: Keep category carousel at the top, add ‘view all’ card, 

and make ‘local organizations’ a category card. When the user clicks on 
the category, populate the screen with organizations of the category on 
the same screen

 High Impact: By making the change, users are able to quickly scroll 
through the carousel while options populate below the selected 
category card, which eliminates the navigation to a new screen and back 
button.



Ratings and User Review Optimization see figure 3
 Currently the organization screen has the ratings and user review approval 

shown at the top of the screen before the ‘about’ section. Users strongly agree 
the ratings and user review approval help them feel secure in making a 
donation to a reputable organization

 50% of users expressed interest in seeing a preview of the organization’s 
ratings and user review approval on the search screen. *Feedback given when 
prompted about having quicker access to the organization’s information and 
process of having to click into each organization card

 Severity: Minor-Cosmeti
 Action & Solution: On the search screen while browsing, allow the users 

to see the ratings and user review approval on the organization card
 High Impact: By making the change, users are able to see that key piece 

of information quicker, eliminating an extra click to navigate to the 
organization screen.



Icon Labeling see figure 3
 Currently the icons on the navigation bar are unlabeled
 100% of users were certain that the first 3 icons represented the profile, search, 

and favorites
 100% of users were uncertain and hesitated on the 4th icon. They answered 

that the icon could be “previously donated, receipts, tax forms/documents”
 Severity: Cosmeti
 Action & Solution: Label the icons with a small text underneath
 Low Impact: By making the change, it clarifies exactly what each icon is 

meant to represent, which eliminates uncertainty, specifically on the 4th 
icon. The 4th icon will be labeled as “receipts” with 50% of users calling 
it as such. The other 50% was split in answers.

Recommendation & Action Items

USER ACCOUNT

Jamie

jamie.jones@gmail.com

First Name

Email

Last Name

Phone

Jones

xxx-xxx-xxx

Paypal

CREATE ACCOUNT

xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-0028

United States

Card Number

Country

Credit/Debit Card

MM/YY CVV ZIP

Billing Address Line 1

Address Line 2

State ZIP

City/Town

Country

10 Main Street

Apt. 3

MA 02116

Boston

United States

Your payment info will be stored securely.

01/25 999 02116

BROWSE CATEGORIES

Health Education Civil Rights Environment

LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS

Name of Organization

Name of Organization

Name of Organization

Boston, MA

Boston, MA

Boston, MA

Category

Category

Category

SEARCH

Name of Organization
Location

BBB Wise Giving 
Alliance

Charity 
Navigator

Charity 
Watch

A+ MEETS 

STANDARD

99% of users approved - reviews

ABOUT

+ read more

USER REVIEWS

Anonymous

Anonymous

Anonymous

DONATE

SEARCH

figure 1. figure 2. figure 3.

Document the users’ ability to complete the tasks with a Yes/No and tracking the 
time of completion for each task, as well as, the overall time of completion. The 
total time of completion should be under 1 minute and 30 seconds. Qualitative 
feedback received from the exit survey and follow-up questions.

Metrics


